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Not all MDRs are created equal. But when built correctly, maintained in house, and backed by around-the-clock 
security experts, the capabilities you benefit from grow continually. At Blackpoint, we provide our partners with 
innovative, first-of-its-kind solutions, improving your security stack while remaining within budget. 

To learn more about the Blackpoint ecosystem, book a demo today. 

BOOK A DEMO

From left of boom to right of boom, proactive, effective security measures are pivotal to your business’ long-term 
success. When you partner with a security vendor that has an MDR-based ecosystem,  
all measures are covered: proactive and reactive, offensive and defensive. 

Hyper-efficient logging and compliance 
Logs can support your team through 
incident recovery and blast radius 
identification should a breach occur. 

Insurance, powered by Blackpoint 
Partner with top global insurers for market-
leading cyber coverage in order to fight 
another day, staying ahead of competitors 
and cybercriminals alike. 

Automatically stop ransomware. 
Detain all types of ransomware deployments, 
including drive-by attacks that occur within 
seconds.  

Streamlined managed endpoint security 
Add an around-the-clock SOC to your 
traditional security solutions, ensuring a 
second line of defense assesses and acts 
upon advanced cyberthreats.  

LEFT OF BOOM RIGHT OF BOOMBOOM

Disrupt the hacker timeline 
Human-led security is needed to stand 
guard 24/7 and combat threats on your 
behalf, preventing lateral spread and 
successful breach. 

Active response for your cloud   
Blackpoint Cloud Response is the first to 
take MDR to the cloud. Extend the power 
of SNAP-Defense and bring expert security 
monitoring and rapid, active response to 
your cloud workflows. 

Security visibility unlocked 
Identify gaps in your internal, external, and 
cloud environments, then harden them to 
prevent threats. 

Get the most out of your Microsoft 365 
investment. 
Manage and apply Defender for Endpoint 
policies to multiple customers at once 
with ease. 

Contextual alerting for unauthorized logins. 
Gather contextual analysis about the 
unauthorized use of Azure SSO logins 
and the applications that requested the 
authentication.

Curated zero trust, by Blackpoint 
Gain simplified oversight into what matters 
most. Apply Blackpoint’s curated application 
settings to the environments you protect, in 
addition to creating custom rules for your 
unique customers. 

Integrated credential breach insights 
Protect clients with automated dark web 
surveillance for compromised domains and 
credentials.
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